Barbara Texas, left, and Vogue Mexico editor Karla Martínez de Salas.

###(island business)

**Society Diaries**

**Vogue Mexico highlights the best of Texas**

By Sassy Seidler

Vogue México loooks Texas. Although a September issue, which usually maps the fall season, focuses on New York and Paris, this September issue, which hit the newsstands in late August, has a special focus on Texas.

**Barbara Texas, left, and Vogue Mexico editor Karla Martinez de Salas recently hosted a party for fashion talents at Steaks at the River Oaks District. The El Paso exits were joined by Lynn Wyatt, who is featured prominently in the magazine.**
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###Looking Good!

**Steve Tyrell dazzles luncheon guests**

By Amy B. Eiler

To be truly excellent comes from within,” Philip- anno’s Reid told the noteable ladies who lunch. And to anyone at the event benefiting the Robert C. Lindsay Breast Center Foundation, it felt like less than tomorrow, as she followed co-chair Regina Garcia had art acts and had drawing bags containing hermoines to be placed at each table.
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